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Mr. Chairman,

Since it is the first time to take the floor in this session, My Delegation would

like to congratulate you on your election to the Chairmanship of the 5th

Committee and the members of the Bureau.

At the outset, I would like to thank Mr. Yukio Takasu, Under-Secretary

General for Management for his comprehensive presentation on the financial

situation of the United Nations last week.

Mr. Chairman,

We are glad to observe that financial indicators is generally positive and there

has been a slight improvement with respect to previous year in almost each

assessment categories but the general budget. We gladly observed the

increasing number of member states who fully met their obligations on

general budget but regret to notice that unpaid amount is continuing to be

highly concentrated with a few member states. Having considered that the

cash position is getting tighter towards the end of the year due to projected

disbursement for the rest of the year, full and timely payment of assessed

contributions remains critical for the efficient and effective functioning of UN.

Mr. Chairman,

We note that the level of unpaid assessment ratio for general budget is higher

than previos year whereas there is a slight improvement in other three

categories of asssessed contributions, particularly in peace keeping. But, a

big portion of outstanding amount of peace keeping assessment still owed by

a short list of member states is worrisome.

Regarding Capital Master Plan, we are glad to note that almost all

assessment was paid by the member states, but we have serious concerns

about the cost overruns that may call for additional assessment contribution.



We firmly believe that every possible actions should be taken by the

Secretariat for cost-saving measures.

With respect to outstanding payment to Member States for troop, police-units

and contingency-owned equipment to peacekeeping operations, we are

supporting every efforts of Secretariat towards reducing the level of

outstanding payments. But, the main driving factor for further improvement is

the performance of all Member State to meet their peacekeeping operations"

assessment in full and on time.

Mr. Chairman,

We believe that all Member States are striving to strenghten the financial

situation of the Organisation to enable UN effectively service its mandate.

Turkey fully honours her financial obligations in four categories of assessed

contributions within each calender year. In this respect, we commend all the

member states that fulfil their contribution for each asssessment categories

and kindly invite the rest of the member states to meet their Charter

obligation.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.




